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TREE PRESERVATION ORDER NO: 4 2021 – 35 CHALET CLOSE 
BEXLEY KENT 
 

WARD:  Joydens Wood 
 
1.  Summary 
 
1.1 To seek authority to confirm a Tree Preservation Order. 
 
2.  RECOMMENDATION 
 
2.1 That, for the reasons detailed in the report, Tree Preservation Order 

No. 4 2021 – 35 Chalet Close Bexley Kent, be confirmed. 
 

 
3.   Background and discussion 
 
3.1 The tree in question is an English Oak located within the rear garden 

of No.35 Chalet Close. Some of the branches of the identified tree 
overhang adjacent residential properties (Nos. 4, 6 and 8 Bankside 
Close to the north and east and 23 Spurrell Avenue to the west) and 
also a public right of way (DB16). 

 
3.2 In May of 2021, the Council became aware that the tree may be under 

threat of being felled by a local resident. A local Ward Member 
requested that this tree should be considered for protection under a 
Tree Preservation Order.      

 
3.3 In response to this request and concerns about works to the tree 

being undertaken, Officers instructed the Council’s Tree Consultant 
to visit the site to assess the health, retention span, prominence and 
value of the trees as part of a Tree Evaluation Method for 
Preservation Orders (TEMPO) assessment. Photographs of the tree 
were taken from the surrounding area. The Council’s tree consultant 
observed that works, in his view, had already been undertaken to cut 
back the tree.  

 
3.4 A provisional tree preservation order (TPO) was made under TPO 

No.4 2021 on 2 June 2021 covering 1 No. English Oak Tree in the 
garden of No.35 Chalet Close. It is noted that four TPOs were made 
at the same time within the immediate area on different trees (TPO 
Nos. 4, 5, 6 and 7 2021). This report refers to TPO No.4 2021 with 
TPO No.5 being subject to Board consideration elsewhere on the 
agenda. TPO Nos.6 and 7 have already been confirmed.   

 
One letter of objection has been received from a local resident to TPO 
No.4 2021 and as such, consideration of whether the TPO should be 
confirmed, is a matter for the Board.  
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4. Response from consultation 
 
4.1 Notice of making the provisional TPO was sent to Nos. 33, 35 and 50 

Chalet Close and Nos. 4, 6, 8 and 10 Bankside Close, and 23 Spurrell 
Avenue, requiring the submission of objections or other comments to 
be submitted to the Council by 5 July 2021. Kent County Council 
(KCC) were notified in respect of the adjacent public right of way at a 
later date requiring their response to be submitted to the Council by 
7 September 2021. Their response was received on 11 August 2021.  

 
4.2 One objection was received from a local resident whose garden is 

overhung by the branches of the tree the subject of this TPO.  A 
summary of the comments is set out below: 

 
a) Constant drop of leaves causing damage to lawn, sap causing 

damage to decking, concern of further damage being made to 
property due to storms 

b) Responsibility of removing the leaves 
c) The tree crosses a public footpath, leaves are high, branches 

have fallen to the ground. 
d) ‘Nice tree’ but causes many problems  
e) Sun blocked by tree 
 

4.3 KCC advised that they had no comments to make. 
 
5. Consideration 
 
5.1  National Planning Policy Guidance (NPPG) sets out guidance on 

Tree Preservation Orders and trees in a conservation area. It states 
that local planning authorities can make a Tree Preservation Order if 
it appears to them to be ‘expedient in the interests of amenity to make 
provision for the preservation of trees or woodlands in their area’. 
When deciding whether an Order is appropriate, authorities are 
advised to take into consideration what ‘amenity’ means in practice, 
what to take into account when assessing amenity value, what 
‘expedient’ means in practice, what trees can be protected and how 
they can be identified. 

 
 Amenity 
 
5.2 In terms of amenity, this term is not defined in law so authorities need 

to exercise judgement when deciding whether it is within their powers 
to make an Order. Orders should be used to protect selected trees if 
their removal would have a significant negative impact on the local 
environment and its enjoyment by the public. Before authorities make 
or confirm an Order they should be able to show that protection would 
bring a reasonable degree of public benefit in the present or future.  
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5.3 When considering whether trees should be protected by an Order, 
authorities are advised to develop ways of assessing the amenity 
value of trees in a structured and consistent way, taking into account 
visibility, individual, collective and wider impact and other factors such 
as nature conservation or response to climate change.  Although the 
NPPG notes that the latter two considerations would not be sufficient 
on their own to warrant the making of an Order.  

 
5.4 In terms of visibility, the tree is prominent within the immediate and 

wider area.  The tree is mature and tall, and contributes significantly 
to the sylvan setting of the houses and the visual amenity of the area. 
If the tree was to be removed or its health harmed by way of excessive 
cutting back, it is my view that this would have a significant negative 
impact on the local environment and amenity.  

 
5.5 The NPPG advises that public visibility alone will not be sufficient to 

warrant an Order. The particular importance of an individual tree or 
of groups of trees should be considered in detail by reference to its or 
their characteristics including: size and form; future potential as an 
amenity; rarity, cultural or historic value and contribution to, and 
relationship with, the landscape. 

 
5.6 It is my view that the tree adds significantly to the character and 

appearance of the area, providing a sylvan setting within a relatively 
dense residential area of Joydens Wood.  Members may be aware 
that Joydens Wood is designated as Ancient Woodland and so has 
historical significance.  This makes it all the more important to 
preserve mature trees within the housing adjacent to this woodland 
in order to maintain the link between the two, which in my view is 
critical to the character of the area.  

 
5.7 I have not identified any particular nature conservation value for these 

trees, nor is there any demonstrable benefit to climate change. As 
such these factors have not contributed to my conclusion that the 
trees should be protected by a TPO.  

 
5.8 The Council’s Tree Consultant visited the land to provide 

arboricultural advice on the appropriateness of placing a TPO on 
these trees.  He carried out a Tree Evaluation Method for 
Preservation Orders (TEMPO) assessment - a systematised 
assessment tool for TPO suitability.  This assesses the trees against 
various criteria including: condition and suitability; retention span; 
relative public visibility; ‘other factors’ such as the collective value as 
a group of trees and lastly, expediency. The trees are scored against 
each of the criteria with an overall score giving a strong indication of 
whether the tree(s) are suitable for a TPO and what type – individual, 
group, area or woodland. An overall score of 12 or more would 
indicate that the trees are worthy of a TPO or TPO defensible, a score 
of 16 or more indicates that trees definitely merit a TPO.  In this case, 
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the TEMPO score for this trees was 22 indicating that this definitely 
merits a TPO.   

 
5.9 The TEMPO assessment notes that the condition of the tree is good 

(the highest rating).  The expected retention span of the tree is 100 
years or more and it is noted, as set out above, that the tree is clearly 
visible to the public, it is also a very large tree. In terms of expediency, 
which is explored in more detail below, the email enclosing the 
assessment from the tree consultant notes the perceived threat from 
works to the tree from neighbouring properties.  

 
5.10  In summary in respect of amenity, it is my strong view that the tree 

contributes significantly to the character and appearance of the area 
to the benefit of the environment and the public. The tree is of 
sufficient health with a suitable retention span to clearly justify its 
preservation and there is a perceived threat to the health of the tree 
through recent reduction to it.  

 
 Expediency   
 
5.11 In terms of expediency, the NPPG notes that although some trees or 

woodlands may merit protection on amenity grounds it may not be 
expedient to make them the subject of an Order. For example, it is 
unlikely to be necessary to make an Order in respect of trees which 
are under good arboricultural or silvicultural management. However, 
it may be expedient to make an Order if the authority believes there 
is a risk of trees being felled, pruned or damaged in ways which would 
have a significant impact on the amenity of the area. However, it is 
not necessary for there to be immediate risk for there to be a need to 
protect trees. Authorities can also consider other sources of risks to 
trees with significant amenity value. For example, changes in 
property ownership and intentions to fell trees are not always known 
in advance, so it may sometimes be appropriate to proactively make 
Orders as a precaution. 

 
5.12 The tree is located within the rear garden of a residential property. 

There is considered to be pressure from adjacent property owners to 
carry out works to cut back the tree or to remove it. Without adequate 
protection, such works, if carried out, could be significantly harmful to 
the long-term health of the tree and its removal would be significantly 
harmful to the character and visual amenities of the area. A TPO 
would allow the Local Planning Authority to formally consider the 
appropriateness of any works in consultation with a qualified Tree 
Consultant. Cutting back of branches that hang over adjacent land 
and neighbours from whence there is pressure to reduce the tree will 
be controlled with a TPO.  At this point, it is worth noting that the TPO 
does not prevent good arboricultrual practices for the maintenance of 
the trees.  Indeed the removal of dead wood and branches is exempt 
from the TPO and can therefore be carried out without first applying 
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to the local planning authority, subject to a 5 day notice.   
 

5.13 As such, it is considered that a TPO is the best way of protecting the 
tree from excessive cutting back that may harm the health of the 
trees.  It will also act as a deterrent for any future works to the tree 
without Council consent.  
 
Objections 
 

5.14 One local resident has raised a number of concerns as set out above 
which I will address below.   
 

5.15 The resident is concerned that the tree drops a lot of debris in the rear 
garden and there is a worry that the tree might fall and damage 
property.  Although clearing up leaves and other tree debris from 
gardens can be a nuisance to some individuals, I do not consider that 
this should prevent the protection of a tree which offers a high amenity 
value. The resident raises the question of the responsibility and cost 
of clearing leaves and other debris from the tree. A tree, whether or 
not covered by a TPO, is the responsibility of the landowner. The 
potential danger from trees falling can be prevented with good tree 
maintenance. It is also noted that, in a situation where a tree is 
deemed to be unsafe, there are procedures in place whereby a tree 
can be felled by a qualified arboriculturalist following notice to the 
Council. However, it is worth clarifying that the tree in question has 
not been deemed as unsafe by the Council’s tree consultant at 
present. The placing of a tree preservation order should encourage 
good arboricultural management and should not increase the risk of 
the tree falling and causing damage. 

 
5.16 The resident notes that the tree blocks light from their garden, and 

properties.  In terms of a loss of light to adjacent properties, this is an 
unavoidable consequence of having large trees in or adjacent to rear 
gardens.  This should not however, prevent good tree specimens 
from being protected by a TPO. The residential area of Joydens 
Wood is surrounded by Ancient Woodland and as such a high number 
of properties lie close to trees. I consider that in this case, the amenity 
value of the tree and the value that it adds to the character and 
appearance of the area outweighs the individual concerns of the 
resident who has objected.    

 
5.17 If residents wish to apply to the local planning authority for works to 

the trees then they can do so, even if they are not the landowner.  The 
process of applying to the Council (as local planning authority) is 
simple with no fee payable to the Council.  TPO applications are 
usually processed within 6-8 weeks. The proposed works would be 
considered carefully by our Tree Consultant and the Planning Officer 
and if consent is given, the works can commence.  In summary, this 
TPO would not prevent works to the trees as long as they do not harm 
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the health of the trees or the amenity value of the area.  
 

5.18 The objection does refer to the impact to the footpath in terms of leaf 
and branch fall however it is noted that KCC have raised no objection 
to the works. 
 

5.19 It is noted that the provisional TPO was made during the Covid-19 
pandemic and as such in the interests of public safety visits to site 
were limited. In this case the Council’s tree consultant visited the area 
to take photographs and make the assessment. As an 
arboriculturalist employed by the Council his visit and the resultant 
report and photographs combined with images on Google Earth are 
considered sufficient to enable officers to make a full and accurate 
assessment. 

 
Other matters 

 
5.20 It is noted that the tree is visually part of a collection of 5 trees 

scattered throughout the immediate area. The trees were split into 4 
separate TPOs (TPO Nos. 4, 5, 6 and 7 2021) owing to their location 
within different properties and the fact that each was deemed worthy 
of a TPO on its own merit. Whilst they do have value as a group it 
was considered by the Council that each merited individual 
protection.  

 
6. Conclusions 
 
6.1 A TPO is an appropriate way of ensuring that any works to the 

protected tree are monitored by the Council, to allow for a 
professional and objective opinion on the works requested and to 
ensure that any work undertaken to a tree is acceptable from an 
arboricultural point of view.  This can also ensure that there would be 
no detrimental impact on the long term health of the tree or its visual 
amenity value, taking into account any health and safety issues.   

 

6.2 Without the protection of the TPO the tree could be removed at any 
time and/or works carried out to the tree that may have a harmful 
effect on their health. I am therefore of the opinion that the TPO 
should be confirmed for the wider public benefit. My view is that, for 
the reasons set out above, the tree individually merits protection as 
opposed to being protected under a group or area TPO with the other 
trees in the area.   

 

7. Relationship to the Corporate Plan 
 

7.1 Not applicable.  
 

8. Financial, legal, staffing and other administrative implications and risk 
assessments 
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HUMAN RIGHTS IMPLICATIONS 
 
I have considered the application in the light of the Human Rights Act 1998. 
I am satisfied that my analysis of the issues in this case and my consequent 
recommendation are compatible with the Act. 
 

Financial Implications None 

Legal Implications The confirmation of the TPO can be 
challenged in the High Court (within 
6 weeks of the notice of 
confirmation), under section 288 of 
the Town and Country Planning Act 
1990. On the grounds that the TPO 
is not within the powers of the Town 
and Country Planning Act 1990 or 
the requirements of the 1990 Act or 
Town and Country Planning (Tree 
Preservation)(England) Regulations 
2012 have not been met. 
 

Staffing Implications None 

Administrative Implications None 

Risk Assessment No uncertainties and/or constraints 
 

9. Appendices 
 

9.1 Appendix A – Plan of TPO No. 4 2021 – 35 Chalet Close Bexley. 
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